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Trusted Reviews BY and FOR Military & Veteran Families



The Problem
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• Military families move seven 
times more often (every 2-3 
years) than civilian families and 
often to unfamiliar locations.

• In 3 - 6 months they make 
decisions impacting their safety 
and security, children’s education, 
spouse’s livelihood, personal 
comfort, and financial well being

• The military offers little help

• Existing help is often insufficient, 
unreliable, and favors civilian 
businesses

• Military families are at a big 
disadvantage with no meaningful 
voice or recourse



Giving a voice that has never existed before to our fellow military and 
veteran families to help us help each other with our biggest relocation 
needs through trusted reviews.

The Solution
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Search & Submit Reviews
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Off-Base Neighborhoods
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Base Housing
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Real Estate Professionals
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REALTORS Mortgage Lenders



*In states where allowed by law & based on 3% commission.

Give-Backs for $350,000 Home
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$1,750 mortgage 
discount!

$2,100 rebate on 
REALTOR® commissions.

*50 basis points.



Less than 1% of active military clients cite professional 
designations as a factor for choosing an agent to work with.

Marketing to the Military Market

Source – 2016 Veterans & Active Military Home Buyers and Sellers Profile 9



51% of active military cite 
reputation, honesty, and 
trustworthiness as the most 
important factors when 
choosing an agent to work with.

Marketing to the Military Community

Source – 2016 Veterans & Active Military Home Buyers and Sellers Profile 10



Typical review platforms allow unknown 
and unverified users to leave reviews…

By the People We Trust the Most
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Professionals and businesses 
featured on PCSgrades are the 
most reputable and highest-
rated based on feedback from 
the people our community 
trusts the most…our fellow 
military members, veterans, 
and spouses.

By the People We Trust the Most
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While a military background is 
not required to participate, 
those professionals with a 
veteran or spouse background 
are identified by badges.

Veteran and Spouse Badges
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Area Guides
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“Date Night”…”Out & About”…”Bucket Lists”
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Expert, First-Person, & Crowd-Sourced Content
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Downloads & Printables
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Why Work With PCSgrades
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Did you know…?
1) 21% of all home buyers and 22% of sellers were military or 

veteran in 2015.

2) Military buyers are incentivized to live off base due to tax 
free housing allowances that are only realized when they do.

3) Active military are often easier to qualify because of their 
(nearly) economy-proof, predictable income and the VA loan.

4) 100% of military sellers surveyed, listed their home with a 
real estate agent compared to 91% for all others.

5) On average all buyers view 10 homes during the search 
process, but it only takes 8 weeks for active military buyers 
versus 10 weeks for all others.

6) Active military buyers spend more on home purchases… 
$226,000 versus $220,000 for all other buyers (in 2015).

Source – NAR 2016 Veterans & Active Military Home Buyers and Sellers Profile
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8.1%

36.8%55.1%
82.5%

14.1%

3.4%

Provided BY and FOR fellow 
military members and spouses

Provided by the privatized 
housing company

What value would you place on reviews for base housing?

10 = Most1 = Least 5 = Neutral

101 98765 432
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Open Comments
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“I value the reviews of my fellow military members far more than that 
provided by the DoD or a company that stands to benefit from my 
business.”

10/8/2015 10:37 AM

“I trust reviews from fellow military members significantly more than the 
official information provided by the Air Force.”

10/8/2015 11:42 AM

“Reviews from fellow military spouses who have actually lived in or been 
in that particular housing neighborhood are the only reviews I would hold 
weight in. And it would need to be on an independent site. Because again, 
of course housing would only put positive comments on their page.” 

10/8/2015 11:37 AM



A former cellular company whose business model focused on the military 
and veteran community asked new customers one month after joining… 

Which of the following had the biggest impact on your decision to join?

By and For Military & Veteran Families
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By and For Military & Veteran Families
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Todd Ernst
Founder & CEO

Air Force, Retired
San Antonio, TX

Some of the PCSgrades Team
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Tommy McNish
Business Development Director

Air Force Brat
San Antonio, TX

Carla Olivo
Communications Director

Marine Corps Spouse
Washington D.C.

Military Spouse of the Year

Rebecca Alwine
Social Media Director

Army Spouse
Pensacola, FL

Rachel Morales
Senior Account Manager

Army Spouse
Washington D.C.

Jenah Wieczorek
Project Manager

Army Spouse
Fort Leavenworth, KS

Kate Christofides
REALTOR Advisor
Air Force Veteran
Washington D.C.

Ernest Cunningham
Business Advisor & Partner

Air Force Brat
San Antonio



Military Spouse of the Year

Some of our Affiliates & Advocates
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KaCee McDonald
Scott AFB

Base Advocate

Vickie Engle
Fort Hood

Base Advocate

Paige Keyser
Washington D.C.
Base Advocate

Stacey Faris
Yuma Proving Ground

Base Advocate

Julie Provost
Fort Campbell

Blogger Affiliate

D’Antrese McNeil
Houston, TX

Blogger Affiliate

Rheanna Christine
NOVA

Blogger Affiliate

Bobbi Pack
Lost During My PCS

Army Spouse
Sacramento, CA



Strategic Relationships
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1) Credible endorsement directly from the military & veteran community

2) True differentiator for reputation-based professionals and businesses

3) Interactive review and reputation management platform

4) Not a simple 5-star rating system

5) REALTORS don’t pay anything up front for a profile

PCSgrades 10X Value – For REALTORS
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Rebate Program
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FAQ -

I’m not a discount REALTOR.  I provide the same high quality service to 
all my clients and my services are well worth a full commission, so why 
would I rebate some of my commission back to military and veteran 
clients…?

Short Answer -

Not only are rebates a great way to show support for military families, 
but they help offset significant financial disadvantages incurred due to 
frequent job-required moves.

PCSgrades Rebate Program
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Did you know…?
1) On average, military families move seven times more often 

than civilian families (approximately every 2 to 3 years).

2) Unlike typical civilian families who have the flexibility to 
choose when they want to move, most often military 
families must move because their job requires them to, 
creating several financial disadvantages.

3) 86% of active duty families cite PCS costs as the #1 reason 
for incurring unexpected expenses as a result of the 
military lifestyle, including expenses directly related to 
“relocating”.

4) 78% of active duty families are paying some out-of-
pocket cost beyond their allotted housing allowance (BAH).

Source – Blue Star Families 2015 Military Family Lifestyle Survey 30



When negotiating better sales contract terms through a REALTOR…

• Only 31% of active military buyers and sellers are able to do so

• 47% of clients who have never served, are able to do so 

When asking to negotiate a real estate agent’s commission and fees…

• Only 12.5% of active military clients are able to do so

• 75% of clients who have never served, are able to do so 

Source – 2016 Veterans & Active Military Home Buyers and Sellers Profile

PCSgrades Rebate Program
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Other similar programs demand as much as 37-42% of the gross Broker’s  
commission.

PCSgrades asks for 35% broken down as follows…

• 20% goes back as a rebate to the military or veteran family (in states where 
allowed by law)

• Only 15% of the agent’s commission is kept as a referral fee by PCSgrades

Comparable Rebate Programs
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PCSgrades REALTOR Commission Rebates back to Military & Veteran 
Families typically meet or beat all others.*

*Typical rebate in states where allowed by law.

Comparable Rebate Programs
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Interactive Review Process & 
Reputation Management Tools
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• Most review sites are one-dimensional and cater only to the 
reviewer

• It’s often unfair to the individual being reviewed and can result in 
biased or uneducated reviews based on the consumer’s 
misunderstandings, etc.

• That’s why we provide you a chance to proactively engage, interact, 
and ultimately help shape the online reviews submitted by your 
former clients

Reputation Management Tools
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Interactive Review Process
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Participating vendors are notified when they receive new reviews.



You can now use this space to write open comments to this reviewer and ask further questions.  Once 
the dialogue is started, the two parties can decide if they want to exchange personal contact info OR 
they can continue to communicate anonymously through the PCSgrades messaging system.

Interactive Review Process
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Vendors can click on a 
reviewer’s username to 

open a messaging 
system to say “Thanks” 
or to begin a dialogue.



Interactive Review Process
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Reviews with an overall grade of “C” or below are not be 
published for 72 hours for upgraded profiles.



Interactive Review Process
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Reviewers have a 90-day countdown clock  
to edit or delete their own reviews.



This is where participating companies can leave their own open comments in response to 
individual reviews.  This can be used to thank a reviewer for their positive comments OR it can be 
used to provide different perspectives and opinions as a professional rebuttal to negative reviews.

Interactive Review Process
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Vendors can 
provide their own 
open comments 
next to the 
reviewers open 
comments.
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